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Abstract

e-Health information, including patient clinical and demographic data, is very often dispersed across various environments, which either generate them or retrieve them from different sources. Healthcare professionals often need related e-health information in order to obtain a more comprehensive picture of a patient’s health status. There are many obstacles to retrieving information and data from heterogeneous sources. In this paper we show that our ontological layering helps in (a) classifying requests imposed by healthcare professionals when retrieving e-health information from heterogeneous sources and (b) resolving semantic heterogeneities across repositories and composing an adequate answer to issued requests. We use a layered software architectural model based on Generic ontology for Context-aware, Interoperable and Data sharing (Go-CID) software applications, applicable to e-Health environments. Ontological layering and reasoning have been demonstrated with semantic web technologies.

1. Introduction

Modern e-health systems extend the traditional delivery of healthcare in primary care and hospitals towards personalized self-care, home care or any other healthcare service which can be delivered at any time and any place. Their operational environments are based on collaboration between patients, who require personalized health services and healthcare practitioners who deliver them. However, the emphasis is on sharing and exchanging the expertise amongst healthcare specialists, and more importantly on sharing knowledge, information and any other clinical and demographic data across heterogeneous e-health environments. This paper focuses on the problem of data sharing from various systems in order to manage patient health. We aim to assess the feasibility of sharing information across heterogeneous data sources and achieving various levels of interoperability in modern e-health systems.

We have been motivated in our work by e-health research [1,2], our government’s initiative [3], and the European Union declarations [4]. The motto is “to educate and inform health care professionals, managers and consumers; to stimulate innovation in care delivery and health system management” [5]. More precisely, interoperability and interconnection between various e-health systems, patient and professional mobility; and international cooperation [4] have become essential in the delivery of modern healthcare. We intend to disseminate to healthcare professionals our experiences of building e-health systems, through the sharing of e-health data, in order to connect them with patients and make informed decisions based on up-to-date information available across e-health systems.

In this paper we propose a solution for sharing e-Health data, based on ontologies, reasoning upon them and their layering. We use a software architectural model for Generic ontology for Context aware, Interoperable and Data sharing (Go-CID) software applications [6, 7]. The model assists in the retrieval of heterogeneous data, enables their semantic interoperability and sharing. Our scenario is in an e-health operational environment, where a healthcare professional requests the retrieval of heterogeneous data about a particular patient in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the patient’s health. However, it is important to note that:

a) we focus on semantic heterogeneities between data structures in highly structured environments, which are common in e-health systems. We leave problems of synchronizing the results of heterogeneous retrievals, with sensor’s derived data and multimedia data streams, outside the scope of this paper;

b) we focus on semantic technologies and leave old fashioned solutions of mediation and wrapping outside our scope. Our long term goal has been to assess how successful semantic technology can be in addressing the complex problem of data sharing and interoperability in e-health environments.

c) we focus on ontological solutions in terms of building layers which can manage semantic heterogeneities. The layers do not necessarily support SQL-like software applications, i.e. they are open to any other means of data retrievals.

Section 2 gives the Scenario of an e-health environment, which issues a request to obtain a comprehensive picture of a patient’s health status. In
section 3 we apply the Scenario to Go-CID. We explain ontological layering, i.e., the creation of local and derived ontological concepts, their relations and reasoning upon them. Related works on ontologies in the field of interoperability and data sharing, including e-health, are given in section 4. We conclude and list our future works in section 5.

2. The Scenario

We consider a heterogeneous e-health environment, where a healthcare professional may require “a comprehensive picture of a patient’s health status”. Any information which is generated about the patient should be obtained. An example of information he/she may need is in Table 1:

Table 1: Semantics of Request obtaining: “a comprehensive picture of patient’s health status”

| i) The Electronic Patient Record (EPR) stored within the patient’s General Practitioner’s (GP) system; |
| ii) Patient’s medical histories created in various hospitals, clinics, health centers, and stored in any format: from database records of hospital information systems to documents generated from medical records as results of patients consultations with healthcare professionals (i.e. the patient might have been treated at various hospitals/health centers). |
| iii) Results of various tests (test-results), which could have been carried out in any clinic and outside the healthcare practitioner’s location. For all three retrievals (i)-(iii) healthcare professionals use unique and/or common identifiers to retrieve a correct record. |

Obtaining “a comprehensive picture of a patient’s health status” would require the retrieval of a variety of data and information, which may range from the selection of relational database records to searching for unstructured documents on the web. The request itemized in i)-iv) from Table 1 would require that we know exactly: which data/information might be available about the patient and where such information may be stored. In order to answer this question and decide which exact data repositories are to be retrieved, we need to illustrate the request from Table 1. Therefore Table 2 is a specific example of the request: “Dr. Smith would like to have a comprehensive picture of Mr. Jones’s health status as a diabetic” (we call it “subject Jones”), i.e. Table 2 is a specific instance of Table 1. The request from Table 2 is named request \( R_j \).

Table 2: Semantics of Request \( R_j \) for Go-CID

("Dr. Smith would like to have a comprehensive picture of Mr. Jones’s health status as a diabetic")

1. Stored in the medical summary within database \( DB_{\text{GP}} \) of Mr. Jones’s EPR created during his latest visit to his GP. Dr. Smith is interested in the latest health complaints and Mr. Jones might want to see decisions on treatments and medications that have been made by his GP. (Dr. Smith can retrieve Mr. Jones’s medical summary and the latest visit / health complaints record by typing in Mr. Jones’s surname and his Patient_No).

2. Stored in medical record from medical histories within database \( DB_{\text{HOSP}} \) in Dr. Smith’s hospital, where Mr. Jones was treated earlier (Dr. Smith can retrieve Mr. Jones’s medical record by typing in Mr. Jones’s last name and Patient-ID).

3. Stored in the test carried out records and latest health complaint from database \( DB_{\text{X-RAY}} \) from clinic (such as X-Ray clinic) under Mr. Jones’s surname and Patient_ID (Dr. Smith can retrieve Mr. Jones’s test carried out and the latest health complaint record by typing in Mr. Jones’s surname and his Patient_ID). The results of tests carried out are related to the latest health complaint.

4. Stored in documents on web site “Get moving and fight diabetes” (the contents of the web site are stored in \( DB_{\text{WEB}} \)) from the local interest group, which supports diabetics in their everyday life. Dr. Smith is interested in sport/activities applicable to Mr. Jones’s condition and in any other information he may have found relevant to Mr. Jones’s activities within such a group.

Table 2 contains a detailed semantics of the request \( R_j \) in terms of specifying which kind of information is needed to carry out the request on “subject Jones”. However, grey shaded words are the results of assertions on the e-healthcare environment taxonomy; generated from the semantics stored in Tables 1 and 2. If we wanted to find out which repositories are to be retrieved when carrying out the request on “subject Jones” then the following taxonomy and assertions are to be used:

- FUNCTIONAL
- RETRIEVAL
  - DATABASE/INFORMATION
  - LOCAL
3. The Outline of Go-CID

We describe a Software Architecture (SA), which accommodates Go-CID software applications, and makes provisions for managing the retrieval of heterogeneous information across a variety of sources. Go-CID was introduced in [7] and its improved version was compared to an SA for retrievals of heterogenous medical sources in [6].

SA from Figure 1 is a layered model, based on software architectural styles principles [9, 10] and exploited in other models, which use architectural layering to address interoperability in software systems [11, 12]. A set of repositories \{DB1 … DBn\} at the Persistence Layer are heterogeneous sources of data/information, generated by various parties, users and applications. We use the symbol of a database here, but that does not mean that they are traditional databases. We may have multimedia data streams of medical images, data generated by user’s inputs and data which has already existed in structured or semi-structured formats (relational/web data etc.)

An application \textbf{App}_i, from a set of software applications \{App_1 … App_n\} placed in the Application Layer, issues requests \{R_j \mid i=1 \ldots n\}, similar to request for “subject Jones” from the Scenario. The functionality of \textbf{App}_i includes the retrieval of data from repositories \{DB1… DBn\}.

It is important to note that \textbf{App}_i is perceptive to a variety of requests \{R_1 … R_n\}, which may be generated by users, and which are stored in a separate class under the **PATIENT HEALTH STATUS** super-class, would imply that the **FUNCTIONAL** super-class of LOCAL and HOSPITAL classes from the RETRIEVAL sub-class in which taxonomical item \textit{DBloc} is placed, will be used for such retrieval. This assertion would suggest that in order to carry out the request on “subject Jones”, \textit{DBloc} is one of the repositories which must be retrieved. Alternative assertions could be made about any other repository, i.e. \textit{DBloc}, \textit{DBgp}, \textit{DBx-ray}, \textit{DBweb} are also additional repositories to be retrieved if we want to carry out the request on “subject Jones”.

To summarize: the request issued by Dr. Smith, itemized in \textbf{R}_j, specifies the exact functionality of the application which runs in Dr. Smith’s operational environment, and which ultimately gives “a comprehensive picture of a Mr. Jones’s health status”. By performing assertions upon Dr. Smith’s e-health environment taxonomy, we generate another request \textbf{R}_k, which specifies that \textit{DBloc}, \textit{DBgp}, \textit{DBx-ray}, \textit{DBweb} are repositories to be retrieved if we want to carry out the request on “subject Jones”.

The semantics from Table 1 give the basic categorization of the taxonomy above (bold-faced words). The semantics from Table 2, (“subject Jones”) gives taxonomical items (italic words) that belong to the items behind the basic categorisation. Basic categorisation and taxonomical items are self-explanatory. Note: the PERCEPTION category in the taxonomy models the healthcare professional’s perception of the e-healthcare environment. For example: a functional requirement- “I want the retrieval of Patient Medical History” may be interwoven with a non-functional requirement: “I want the retrieval Patient’s Medical History to be displayed in one window, by the most recent year first” if a professional specifies the exact manner in which he/she wanted the information [8].

We give one example of the assertion: it determines that database \textit{DBloc} should be retrieved when carrying out the request on “subject Jones”. The combination of the \textit{medicalSummary}, \textit{latestHealthComplaint} and \textit{latestVisit} taxonomical items from the **ELECTRONIC PATIENT RECORDS** class from the **PERCEPTION 1 “COMPREHENSIVE”** sub-
Requirements Layer. For example the user, Dr. Smith, is issuing the request on "subject Jones". Therefore, "subject Jones" has an impact on an App, because it may decide which repositories are relevant for App and which functionality within App is needed for carrying out the request on "subject Jones".

3.1. Ontology Mapping in Go-CID

Ontology mapping in Go-CID happens for different purposes at different layers, as explained in 1)-3) below:

1) We create target ontologies \(\{TO_i \mid i=1 \ldots n\}\) as a consequence of alignments of local ontologies \(\{LO_i \mid i=1 \ldots n\}\). The alignment is triggered by the fact that underlying data repositories \(\{DB_1 \ldots DB_n\}\) (i.e. their local ontologies \(\{LO_1 \ldots LO_n\}\)) will contain ‘similar’ and ‘semantically-related’ concepts.

Note that our definition of ‘similar’ and ‘semantically-related’ concepts overlaps with works of [14], [15] and [16]. Concepts are ‘semantically-related’ if they are a set of synonyms or hyponyms which are based on:

- overlapping ontological classes available at the conceptual level, or
- unique concepts which denote the sub-category of a more general ontological class that is not overlapping with existing concepts, but contains semantics which are related to them.

Concepts are ‘similar’ if they share conflicting data values because of their conflicting data representation such as: different structural units and different label/names. Examples are (i) synonyms, homonyms, misspelled names at the table, identifier and attribute levels, and (ii) schema conflicts which include union incompatibility, isomorphism, aggregation and generalization/specialization. We use their terminology of “synonyms and hyponyms” to denote that there are semantic conflicts across heterogeneous databases. The semantic conflicts show that there might be synonyms at e.g. the attribute levels where PATIENT.LAST_NAME in one database probably describes the same semantic concept as PATIENT.SURNAME in another database. Their hyponyms correspond to traditional schema conflicts in databases in terms of having isomorphism, when the database concepts with the same semantics are described through a different number and type of attributes in different schemas. The same applies to generalization/specialization conflicts. Some of these semantic conflicts have been elaborated in [17] and [18].

Therefore the semantics in request \(R_k\) picks the correct local ontologies which are to be ‘aligned’ according to the semantics in request \(R_j\). The alignment ensures that:

- we understand the semantics of ‘similar’ ontological concepts in \(\{LO_1 \ldots LO_n\}\) and
- we infer the correct set of matches between a pair of ontological data instances belonging to ‘similar’ ontological concepts from \(\{LO_1 \ldots LO_n\}\). They
will ultimately secure the successful execution of request $R_j$.

2) We create derived ontologies $\{DO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$ as a result of the integration of target ontologies $TO_m$ and $TO_n$ from $\{TO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$. This integration depends on the specificity of request $R_j$ ("subject Jones"). This ensures that:

- we understand the semantics of aligned ontological data instances from $TO_m$ and $TO_n$,
- we assert the correct set of matches between a pair of ontological classes belonging to ‘semantically-related’ ontological concepts from $TO_m$ and $TO_n$,
- we model the relationships between aligned ontological data instances which belong $TO_m$ and $TO_n$.

3) We merge $DO_i$ ontologies from $\{DO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$ into a final ontological model Go-CID. This merge ensures that:

- we understand the complete set of semantics from aligned ontological data instances in the $\{TO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$ and the complete set of semantics in derived ontological relationships from $\{DO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$ and
- we generate the correct set of ontological classes which accommodate derived ontological relationships from $\{DO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$ and aligned ontological data instances from $\{TO_i | i=1 \ldots n\}$.

To summarise: Go-CID ontology has resulted from local ontologies’ alignments into target ontologies, integration of target ontologies into derived ontologies and the merging of derived ontologies into the final Go-CID for a particular request $R_j$ ("subject Jones"). However, the details of alignment, integration and merging can be given only if we use the semantics stored in a particular request $R_j$ which is given in section 4.

### 4. Sharing e-Health Information through Go-CID

#### 4.1. An instance of Go-CID

In this section we apply the Scenario to illustrate the Go-CID layering as described in 1)-3) from section 3. Thus, Fig. 2 illustrates the application of the scenario to Go-CID, and is an instance of Fig 1. We have 4 local ontologies, which create 3 target ontologies, which are in turn are integrated into two derived ontologies. Derived ontologies are merged into Go-CID.

Request $R_k$ from Table 2 gives $R_k$, which is the result of taxonomies/assertions explained in the Scenario. In other words chosen repositories shaded grey in Table 2: $DB_{loc}$, $DB_{GP}$, $DB_{X-R}$ and $DB_{web}$ comprise $R_k$. Local ontologies $LO_{loc}$, $LO_{GP}$, $LO_{X-R}$ and $LO_{web}$ mirror the semantics contained in $DB_{loc}$, $DB_{GP}$, $DB_{X-R}$ and $DB_{web}$. They are created automatically, thus we detail the target/derived/Go-CID ontologies in the next three subsections.

#### 4.1.1. Creating Target Ontologies

We infer the correct set of matches between a pair of ontological data instances that are ‘similar’ ontological concepts from $LO_{loc}$, $LO_{GP}$, $LO_{X-R}$ and $LO_{web}$. We use the semantics stored in request $R_j$ as shown in Table 2 to trigger the alignments of ontologies in terms of finding:

- Matches between individual instances for Mr Jones’s ‘name’, his ‘PatientID/NO’ and his ‘Medical History/Summary’ across the LOloc, LOGP, and LOX-R local ontologies. These matches are triggered by naming conflicts which exist across LOs and which are carried forward from their underlying databases. The individual instances chosen to be aligned are dictated by the semantics from $R_j$ (Table 2).

- A match is inferred using the object property: $loloc\_patientID$ connecting individual instance: patientID belonging to the LOLOC\_PATIENT class in $LO_{loc}$ and the object property: logp\_patientNO connecting individual instance: patientNO to the LOGP\_PATIENT class in $LO_{GP}$.

- A match is inferred using the object property: $loloc\_patient\_lastname$ connecting individual instance: patient\_lastname belonging to the
LOLOC_PATIENT class in LOloc and the object property: loxr_patient_surname connecting individual instance: patient_surname to the LOXR_PATIENT class in LOXR.

- A match is inferred using the object property: loloc_medical_history connecting individual instance: medical_history belonging to the LOLOC_MEDICAL_HISTORY in LOloc and the object property: logp_medical_summary connecting individual instance: medical_summary to the LOGP_MEDICAL_SUMMARY in LOGP.

The alignment process includes the creation of a ‘bridging axiom’ between ‘similar’ ontological data instances. The ‘bridging axiom’ describes how one ontological data instance can be mapped into another whilst being stored separately (on an ‘ad hoc basis’) from the local ontologies they belong to. An example of mapping in the alignment process would be the use of the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [17] rules to infer ‘similar’ matches between ontological data instances, using comparison operations in predicate logic, i.e. whether a datatype property in a local ontology is EQUAL or NOT EQUAL to a predicate logic, i.e. whether a datatype property in an ontological class. The ‘taxonomical axiom’ asserts that two ontological classes belonging to ontological levels. i.e. relations are asserted at both target and local ontological levels. Matches between LOloc, LOGP, LOXR and LOGP are used for the alignment of these ontologies, which stores results in the generation of target ontologies TO1.

- aligned individual instances: patientNO give an inferred class: TO1_PATIENT from TO1,
- aligned individual instances: patient_lastname and patient_surname give an inferred class: TO2_PATIENT from TO2,
- aligned individual instances: medical_history and medical_summary give an inferred class: TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY from TO3.

4.1.2. Creating Derived Ontologies

We assert the correct set of matches between a pair of ontological classes belonging to ontological concepts from target ontologies and local ontologies to perform ontology integration. Therefore, we assert the correct set of matches from TO1 and TO2 in terms of finding overlapping concepts, i.e. a match is inferred between the ontological class: TO1_PATIENT from the target ontology TO1 and the ontological class: TO2_PATIENT from TO2.

We also assert the correct set of matches between target ontology TO3 and local ontology LOXr in terms of finding unique concepts, i.e. a relation is modeled between the object property: loxr_latest_health_complaint from the local ontology LOXr and the ontological class: TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY from the target ontology TO3.

The integration process includes the creation of a ‘taxonomical axiom’ between ‘semantically-related’ ontological classes. The ‘taxonomical axiom’ asserts how one ontological class is related to another from the target and local ontologies they belong to. An example of relating two target ontologies in the integration process would be the use of SWRL rules to assert matches (we can also name them ‘semantic’ matches) between ontological classes through their associated object properties. SWRL rules in the ontology integration process are different to the SWRL rules in the alignment process because:

a) they use the result sets of SWRL rules from the alignment process, i.e. the inferred individual instances (including the ontological classes that they belong to) are dealt with, and
b) they use SWRL rules at an object property level, i.e. relations are asserted at both target and local ontological levels.

Thus, matches between TO1, TO2, TO3 and LOXr are used for the integration of these ontologies, which results in the generation of DO:

- aligned ontological class: TO1_PATIENT from TO1 uses the object property: patient_has to create a relationship between TO1_PATIENT and the integrated ontological class: DORJ1_PATIENT from derived ontology DOri1. TO2_PATIENT from TO2 also uses object property: patient_has to create a relationship between TO2_PATIENT, and the integrated ontological class: DORJ1_PATIENT from derived ontology DOri2.
- aligned ontological class: TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY from TO3 uses object property: patient_details to create a relationship between TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY and integrated ontological class: DORJ2_PATIENT from DOri2.
- object property: loxr_latest_health_complaint from LOXr is used to create a relationship between LOXr and DORJ2_PATIENT from DOri2 (this integration skips alignment).

4.1.3. Creating Go-CID Layer

To provide “a comprehensive picture of a Mr. Jones’s health status”, the derived ontologies DOri1 and DOri2 are merged into Go-CID, i.e. the complete set of ontological classes and properties from DOri1 and DOri2 are merged together. Reasoning rules are used to create a single, coherent ontology Go-CID. The merged ontology will produce a translation of all the source ontologies.
(local and derived ontologies) into Go-CID, i.e. Go-CID should include information from all original sources without changing their underlying databases.

4.1.4. Examples of SWRL Rules

Due to shortage of space, we show a few SWRL rules to illustrate the alignment, integration and merging of our ontologies. Examples of SWRL rules used during the alignment process are in Tables 2, 3, 4.

Table 3: Alignment Process: SWRL Rule 1

| LOLOC_PATIENT (?p) ∧ loloc_patientID (?p, ?r) ∧ LOGP_PATIENT (?s) ∧ logp_patientNO (?s, ?t) • TO1_PATIENT (?r) ∧ TO1_PATIENT (?t) |

SWRL Rule 1 in Table 3 shows that the object properties: ‘loloc_patientID’ and ‘logp_patientNO’ are used to determine a match by transferring individual instances: ‘patientID’ from the LOLOC_PATIENT in LOloc and ‘patientNO’ from the LOGP_PATIENT class in LOGP to the ontological class: TO1_PATIENT class TO1. Therefore we infer individuals into the TO1_PATIENT class.

Table 4: Alignment Process: SWRL Rule 2

| LOLOC_PATIENT (?a) ∧ loloc_patient_lastname (?a, ?b) ∧ LOXR_PATIENT (?c) ∧ loxr_patient_surname (?c, ?d) • TO2_PATIENT (?b) ∧ TO2_PATIENT (?d) |

SWRL Rule 2 in Table 4 shows that the object properties: ‘loloc_patient_lastname’ and ‘loxr_patient_surname’ are used to determine a match by transferring individual instances: ‘patient_lastname’ from the LOLOC_PATIENT in LOloc and ‘patient_surname’ from the LOXR_PATIENT class in LOXR to the ontological class: TO2_PATIENT class TO2. Therefore we infer individuals into the TO2_PATIENT class.

5. Related Work

Ontologies are used across a variety of business and scientific communities as a way to share, reuse and process domain knowledge, which is central to many applications such as information management, electronic commerce, semantic web services, scientific knowledge portals etc. Using ontologies to address interoperability is proving to be successful in providing a broader range of information and contexts through shared semantics and syntax. Behaving like reference trees, semantic and syntactic conflicts can be masked through mapping techniques to resolve heterogeneities [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. We allow ontologies to behave like enriched data-centric models that provide a means to deal explicitly with semantic data interoperability challenges. The examples of using ontologies in such a manner have been elaborated in various works [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] thus enabling a common understanding of the structure of the information/data across heterogeneous environments.

It has been difficult to find a similar work which deal with retrievals of heterogeneous sources through applications (i) perceptive to the environments where they happen to reside and (ii) with users who may have an impact on the way applications are run and on the choice of sources applications may need. This is true for many problem domains, including healthcare. However these applications from (i) and (ii) are heterogeneous in their nature and by resolving the issue of their semantic conflicts, we may be able to address better the problem of interoperability. In

Table 6: Integration Process: SWRL Rule 4

| TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY (?i) ∧ loxr_latest_health_complaint (?j) → DORJ2_MEDICAL_RECORD : references_patient (?i, ?j) |

The integration SWRL rule 4 in Table 6 shows that: an asserted relationship between ontological class TO3_MEDICAL_HISTORY_SUMMARY and object property: loxr_latest_health_complaint implies a relation between ontological class: DORJ1_PATIENT and object property: patient_details stored in DOj2.
5.1-5.2 we overview works which use ontologies when dealing separately with data sharing and interoperability. We could not find works which address retrievals of heterogeneous data sources using ontological layering. There are works which deal separately with the problem of resolving semantic conflicts. They do not use ontological layering and are concerned with the semantic heterogeneities of relational database schemas.

5.1. Ontologies and data sharing

There are many examples where ontological models are used as a way of providing a common shared repository of knowledge, thus allowing the sharing of data/knowledge across different computing environments. However, most of them propose data integration systems that provide a common knowledge base, through a single ontological model used as a core component, to enable data and knowledge sharing from different domains.

BioMediator ontology [32] provides a common interface to Web-accessible sources of biologic information. It is driven by information stored in a Protégé knowledge-base and provides data integration over multiple structured /semi-structured biologic data sources. Queries are run on the knowledge-base to run retrievals across semantically/syntactically heterogeneous data.

The European project for Standardized Transparent Representations in order to Extend Legal Accessibility [33] proposes a shared data oriented platform based on an ontology, which allows public administrations to develop legal knowledge management solutions. They use a Legal Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF) as the core modeling language for the ontology. LKIF is built upon existing XML-based standards, including RDF and OWL. The LKIF is stored as a Protégé 2000 knowledge base, supported by its Application Programmer Interfaces (APIs), thus, allowing data sharing amongst other legal knowledge-bases.

The ontology from [34] is used for organizing and sharing large sets of data, produced by Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) signaling networks in plants. The ontological model formalizes the data sets according to a shared set of agreed concepts. The ability to reason, upon the semantics within such concepts, is derived through the syntax of the terminology.

5.2. Ontologies and Interoperability

In spite of a few attempts to introduce semantic interoperability and semantic technologies into health services it is too early to see ontological models, which deal with heterogeneities in the healthcare domain. The three examples below give a picture of three different ontological solutions, which are used for alleviating database interoperability in general. Sung and McLeod propose a schema matching framework for the identification of a set of correct matches between relational schema attributes. An ontology is used to replicate the relational schemas so that the semantics behind each attribute can be extracted through the form of ontological classes and instances. Similar matching semantics from the relational schemas are derived using an ontology driven semantic-matching technique to identify common quantifying parent classes of similar semantics of underlying data attributes.

An ontology approach for the reuse of relational sources in the context of semantic-based access to information from [36] is used for i) extracting the semantics hidden in relational sources by wrapping them into ontological concepts within an ontology and ii) understand the methodology for semantic extension of such ontologies through reasoning upon ontological classes derived. Extracting hidden semantics contained in relational sources are captured through the use of associating views over data source to elements of the extracted ontology. Heuristics rules are applied based on ideas of standard relational schema design and normalization to reduce data loss and to preserve the semantics of constraints in the database.

The Relational DataBase Ontology (RDBO) from [37] is used for resolving semantic conflicts between RDBSs automatically while allowing the individual RDBSs to evolve. RDBO is based on ontological classes that make up the semantic descriptions of the individual RDBSs. Each ontological class conforms to a set of vocabularies, structures, and restrictions that are commonly agreed upon by participating RDBSs. A reasoning engine is used to validate and infer additional semantic relationships from the existing relationships. To resolve semantic conflicts, terms defined in different databases ontologies are compared to each other semantically using semantic weights and the reasoning engine.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrate how a SA for Go-CID software application assists in the retrieval of heterogeneous e-health information. We use ontological layering, i.e. alignment, integration and merging of ontologies through reasoning rules, in order to resolve semantic heterogeneities of e-health
information. The ontological models were implemented in Protégé 2000 Ontology Editor, version 3.4. The Pellet Reasoner was used to test the consistency of the ontology’s classes /properties/ instances. The SWRL rules were implemented through the SWRLTab plugin in Protégé, and executed using the Jess Rule Engine (Jess Engine).

We proved with this and previous works that the Go-CID ontological layering in e-health environments is re-usable, i.e. the SA for Go-CID applications is not domain specific. We have used it for the semantic management of requirements in pervasive systems and for creating situation aware software applications, which depend on a multitude of devices, user preferences and the delivery of semantic services in modern computing (6,7,8).

We also proved that Go-CID layering is dictated by the semantic of requests imposed on heterogeneous e-health systems. The request on “subject Jones” dictates ontological alignment, integration and merging. The originality is in both: classifying the content of requests (as in (a) from the abstract) and creating ontological layers according to the semantics in them and semantic conflicts across the retrieved sources (as in (b) from the abstract).

The contribution of this paper is twofold: We deal with semantic interoperability by carrying forward semantic conflicts from one or more databases and deducing logic/inferring knowledge about conflicts in order to resolve them (section 3.1). This is done through ontological layering (sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2), as a result of ontological alignment, integration, and merging, based on reasoning through SWRL rules. This is where our layering is unique: it resolves semantic conflicts through reasoning and without affecting original repositories, i.e. without imposing any change on them.

Our ontological layering is capable of addressing heterogeneities without using a variety of algorithms and key-words matching [35] based on a “weighting” to infer knowledge about these environments. We exploit semantics of underlying databases through ontological reasoning which enables us to resolve different semantic conflicts at a different ontological layers. This automatically excludes SQL like joint queries and traditional approaches to retrievals of heterogeneous data repositories.

We are improving our reasoning mechanism within ontological layering by a) evaluating the way we infer new data types (i.e. are SWRL built-in operators enough?); b) testing our assertions upon semantic matches (i.e. what is the best combination of rule sets or object properties?). The work on automating assertions upon the e-healthcare environment taxonomy, given in section 2, is a part of our separate research on semantic management of requirements in pervasive healthcare, which is being used for demonstrating Go-CID. Our urgent task is to evaluate the performance of software applications built upon Go-CID and its accessing mechanisms to ontological concepts from applications. We also plan to use our Go-CID SA as a framework for creating a tool similar to Conflict Resolution Environment for Autonomous Mediation, as an aid for resolving semantic conflicts through ontological layering.
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